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The number of casualties in Europe was staggering.  PM Borden promised to 
send 500,000 troops to Europe and Canadian men were expected to answered 

the call.  

The number of volunteers dropped as word of the number of casualties made 
its way back to Canada.

Conscription (the draft) made military service mandatory.  Great Britain, New 
Zealand and the United States all had conscription policies.  

Canada followed suit and Borden on May 18, 1917 announced in the House of 
Commons that Canada would begin the conscription process.



An anti-conscription parade in Montreal on May 17, 1917 
http://www.thefullwiki.org/Conscription_crisis_of_1917

http://www.thefullwiki.org/Conscription_crisis_of_1917


Conscription crisis

• Military Services Act ( Conscription)

• French Canadian MP’s voted against conscription. ( All of 
them)

• English Canadian MP’s voted for conscription.

• Canada was divided.  Quebec viewed the war as an 
English war.

• English Canada viewed the French Canadians as cowards.

• Ontario 94% sought exemptions

• Quebec 98% sought exemptions

• 404 000 called up 380 500 sought exemptions





Women in the workforce









Women in the workforce

• Changing roles for women

• Change from domestic work to industry 

• Running farms and operating fishing boats

• Strengthened campaign for women’s suffrage

• Manitoba 1916, Alberta & Saskatchewan 1916, 
BC and Ontario 1917

• Federal vote 1918 
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Halifax Explosion

• December 6 1917 - 
Mont Blanc / Loaded 
with dynamite was 
struck by Norwegian 
Imo and exploded

• est. 3000 people killed

• Halifax was leveled

• Until Hiroshima the 
Halifax explosion was 
the largest human-
made explosion 





Election 1917
• Borden called election over issue of Conscription

• Formed union government with some Liberals who had been offered 
cabinet positions

• Wartime Elections Act:  In order to control the vote Borden took the 
vote away from:

• Canadians who had emigrated from enemy nations in the last 15 years

• Mennonites and Quakers - Conscientious objectors

• Same act gave the vote to women who were related to men overseas 

• Military Voters Act - Vote to those fighting overseas

• Union Government headed by Borden won election

• Riots broke out in Quebec to protest Conscription



• In the beginning of the war planes were mostly used for aerial 
reconnaissance

• Pilots then began to arm themselves with pistols and rifles in 
order to shoot at troops on the ground

• Smaller aircraft were built with mounted machine guns - war in 
the air had begun - the “dog fight”

• An ace was a pilot who had shot down five planes
• Aces were often withdrawn from the lines to promote the war at 

home
• In 1917 the average life expectancy was 3 weeks for a RFC pilot - 

Royal Flying Corps
• 50,000 pilots and air crew were killed from 1914 -1918
• Canadians had to join the RFC because there was no Canadian air 

corps

Canada in the Air



Sopwith Camel - British Plane

• Made of wood and wire with a fabric cover 
stretched over the frame.  Safety first!!!



The Vickers Machine guns 
were rigged not to fire as 
the propellor spun by......

Fokker Eindecker



 The war at sea

• Germany could not match the size and strength of the British 
Navy - Solution: the U-boat

• Could travel underwater unseen and undetected

• Disrupted British shipping 

• Later equipped with torpedos - destroyed merchant and warships

• In 1915 a U-boat sunk the Lusitania, a British passenger liner

• 1917 Germany declared unrestricted attacks on naval vessels - 
Lusitania and attacks brought the US into the war or perhaps 
Germany knew US would enter war and tried to stifle supply lines before they 
entered combat



The War at sea

• Eventually British developed convoy system and sonar to 
combat the hidden menace

• Canada had a small navy at the beginning of the war

• 2 ships: the Niobe and the Rainbow

• By the end of the war Halifax was a hub of activity - ships were 
repaired and refueled there

• Canada’s Merchant Marine transported food and munitions to 
Britain- A dangerous task when you consider the U-boats

• Many Merchant Marines lost their lives during the war



German U-boats 1914



Convoy system 
Ships on outer edges would drop charges to disrupt U-boats


